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Anatomical Reasons
There are a number of anatomical factors that

methods of overcoming failure.
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endodontics; extractions are more likely to be

available do not provide success in every case."
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local anaesthesia may fail. It offers strategies to
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effectiveness.
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• Accessory nerve supply.

• Pharmaceutical reasons;
• Treatment reasons;

Barriers to Local Anaesthetic Diffusion

• Anatomical reasons;

This is the reason why infiltration anaesthesia is

• Pathological reasons;

limited in the mandible as the dense cortical

• Psychological reasons.

plate prevents entry of anaesthetic solution into

Pharmaceutical Reasons
There

are two

methods

the cancellous space. The thick bone of the
by which

local

zygomatic buttress around the upper first molar

anaesthetic solutions may lose their efficacy:

can present an obstacle to diffusion of local
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anaesthetic

When improperly stored.
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region. This problem is overcome by injecting

first problem is obvious, however, the second
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regional block teclmiques.

Block techniques

within the-inferior alveolar nerve bundle; those

maxillary

in the centre of the bundle will be more difficult

permanent molar include the maxillary nerve

to anaesthetize. Secondly, there may be more

block' and the maxillary molar nerve block:"

accessory supply in the anterior part of the

that

will

anaesthetize

the

first

achieves its effect

mouth. Certainly, the lower incisors may receive

I solution entering the

bilateral supply to their pulps. At this point it is

cancellous bone via perforations in the socket

worth considering accessory supply as a cause of

walls, the

failure oflocal anaesthesia.

Intraligamentary anaesthesia
by local anaesthetic

number
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cribriform

plate. The

of bony perforations varies between

sites and they are few in the lower incisor region.

Accessory Nerve Supply

That is why intraligamentary anaesthesia has a

In addition to the superior alveolar nerves in the

poor success rate with mandibular

upper jaw and the inferior alveolar nerve in the

anterior

mandible, it has been suggested that there are
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other nerves that could supply the dental pulps
Variations in Position of Foramina
It is not just poor technique that causes 'misses'

with sensation. In the upper jaw the greater
palatine and nasopalatine nerves could perform

when delivering regional block anaesthesia.

this function.

In the mandible

Target areas, such as the mandibular foramen,

implicated include:

the nerves

are not constant structures and vary in location
between individuals
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A panoramic radiograph

can aid positioning of the needle as it may
demonstrate

the location of the Mandibular

• the lingual nerve;
• the long buccal nerve;
• the nerve to mylohyoid;
• the auriculotemporal nerve;

foramen.
The Position of the Tooth in the jaw

• the cervical nerves.
How is accessory nerve supply opposed? In the

Not all teeth are equally susceptible to the effects

maxilla the use of palatal inj ections is the method

oflocal anaesthesia. Itwas mentioned above that

of choice.· In the mandible, accessory nerve

the number of perforations

supply may be countered by:

in the cribriform

plate, which differs between the teeth, governs

• combinations of regional blocks;

the efficacy of intraligamentary anaesthesia. The

• use of'high' blocks;

efficacy of regional block anaesthesia also varies

• use of intraligamentary

between the teeth. Studies that have investigated

injections;

the effectiveness

of inferior

blocks in providing

alveolar nerve

pulpal anaesthesia have

or intraosseous

use of intrapulpal anaesthesia
•

use of infillration injections.

shown variations in success between molar and
anterior mandibular teeth. 14"
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Molar teeth show

greater incidences of pulpal anaesthesia. There
are two explanations for this. First, the position
of the nerves supplying different teeth will vary

Pathological Reasons
Teeth with inflamed pulps are more difficult to
anaesthetize compared to non-inflamed teeth.' It
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has been suggested that teeth with irreversible

Increasing the Loacal Anaesthetic

pulpitis are eight times more likely to experience

Concentration

failure of local anaesthesia compared to non-

There is evidence that increasing the

inflamed control teeth." Traditional explanations

concentration of the local anaesthetic is a means

j proposed for this include:

of overcoming

Alterations in tissue pH;

lidocaine

Increased vascularity leading to quicker

hyperalgesia.

is an extremely
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effective
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anaesthetic. Why do we not use it ? The reason is

elimination of the anaesthetic:

the potential for toxicity. Toxicity can present

Loss of anaesthetic solution via draining
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problem locally is damage to the nerve. The
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to overcome this prob1em.
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systemically

and

locally.

The major

viability of nerves in cell culture is compromised
by exposure to local anaesthetic solutions in
concentrations

above 2%.33 There is clinical

evidence that dental local anaesthetics presented
•

Change the drug:

•

Increase the local anaesthetic

more

concentration:

paraesthesias. compared to 2°0 lidocaine. Thus

Inject more solution.

the use of greater concentrations is problematic,

•

as 4% solutions (prilocaine and articaine) are
likely

to

produce

long-lasting

particularly in relation to block anaesthesia.
Change the Drug
Not all drugs have the same efficacy at equal

Inject More Solution

concentrations,

This may be the most effective method of

it

is due to a difference in

physicochemical properties. A local anaesthetic

overcoming

has to gain access to its binding site to achieve its

Certainly, repeating the initial injection is known

effect. This occurs inside the never cell. In order

to overcome failure in about 75% of cases. In

to enter the cell, the local anaesthetic must be in

addition to repeating the initial injection. The

an uncharged form. Local anaesthetics are weak

deposition of more solution at other sites along

bases and in solution they exist as charged and

the nerve, using technique combinations such as

uncharged

uncharged

intra igamentary infiltration and regional block,

molecules present, the more local anaesthetic

will also help overcome accessory nerve supply

enters the cell. Once in the cell, re-equilibration

as described above. This is useful, as the more

occurs to produce

nerve exposed to local anaesthetic, the greater

moieties.

The more

some charged molecules.

These attach to their binding site to achieve their
effect. The factors that govern the proportion of

the problem

of hyperalgesia.

the efficacy.'
The concern with injecting more solution is that

charged to uncharged molecules are the tissue

attention must be paid to the potential

for

pH.and the pKa of the agent. The lower the pKa.

overdose producing systemie toxicity. Sensible

the more uncharged molecules and therefore the

dose limitations must be employed to protect the

better entry into the nerve cell.

patient.If the maximum dose chosen does not
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anaesthetize the tooth, then another method of

anesthesia.

anaesthesia,

108:205-208.

such as general anaesthesia,

is

needed. Alternatively, a temporizing approach

2. Milgrom RWeinstein P. Kaufman E.

can control the pain to allow' another attempt at a

Student difficulties in achieving local
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anesthesia. Dent Educ 1984:48: 168-

Psychological Reasons
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Successful local anaesthesia is more difficult to
achieve

in the anxious

patient.

3. Rood JPThe temperature of local
anaesthetic solutions. Den! 1977;

Conscious

5:213-214.

sedation can be helpful in cases of failed local
anaesthesia.

In addition to reducing anxiety,

methods such as inhalation sedation
the

receipt

of

comfortable.
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local

anesthesia

make

related to local analgesia. IntJ Oral Surg

more
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Also, the use of intravenous
administration

easier

5. Malamed SF.The periodontal ligament
(Pdl) injection: an alternative to inferior

some

alveolar nerve block. Oral Surg

individuals. Another useful aspect of conscious

1982:53: 117-121.

sedation is that it can offer pharmacological
protection against local anaesthetic overdose ..It

P, Evers

H. Pain and temperature sensations

can make

conscious sedation can reduce gagging which
might
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is also important

to stress that the normal

Intraligamental

maximum

should

study.J Prosth Dent 1983: 49:337-

doses

not be exceeded.

Although conscious sedation is useful as an

anaesthesia:A

clinical

7. Miller AG. A clinical evaluation of the

adjunct to overcome failure of local anaesthesia,

Ligmaject periodontal ligament

it should never be considered an alternative to

injection syringe. Dent Update 1983;

good pain control.
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CONCLUSIONS
Local anaesthetic

8.

Malamed SF.Trieger N. Intraoral

failure occurs in dental

maxillary nerve block: An anatomical

practice. An understanding ofthe anatorm ofthe

and clinical study. Anesth Prog 1983;

nerve supply to the teeth and the effects of
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inflammation
Strategies

can explain why this occurs.

such as technique

combinations,

increasing the amount of local anaesthetic and
use of conscious sedation can help overcome
failure.

9. AdatiaAK. Posterior superior alveolar
nerve block Dent Pract 1968; 18:321322.
10. AdatiaAK. Regional nerve block for
maxillary permanent molars. 6r Dent J
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